Booking Agreement
Legalese is a creative legal agency that has redesigned legal services to suit creatives, musicians and
entrepreneurs. With years of experience within the South African music industry, we have created a set a
templates to assist young musicians in building their career professionally. This is our contribution to the
industry which we love. These agreements have been drafted based on our experience, however, keep in
mind that they are generalized agreements and do not constitute legal advice. If you require specific advice
regarding your work, you can contact us for assistance.

Explanation of Agreement
This is a Booking Agreement Template. It can be used to give you legal protection if you are hired
to perform at an event. In this Agreement, you are referred to as “the Artist” and the
person/company organizing the show where you will perform (“the Event”) is referred to as “the
Promoter”. The Agreement records the terms of your performance: venue, date, time, length,
performance fee and deposit, technical and hospitality requests, security, cancellation policies
and other details. Once the Agreement is signed by (or agree to via email or text) the Artist and
the Promoter, it is legally binding.
Instructions:
1. Read the Booking Agreement Explanation.
2. Complete all the fields marked with yellow in the Booking Agreement with the information required.
3. The Artist and the Promoter sign the Booking Agreement. Up to two witnesses may also sign for extra
certianty, but this is not required.

Booking Agreement Explanation:
Each section of the Booking Agreement is explained below.
1. Introduction: This section states that the purpose of the Agreement is to record the terms of a
performance booking.
2. The Performance: This section specifies the performance date, time, venue and duration.
3. Fees and Payment: This section specifies how you will be paid for the performance. A Deposit (which
is an amount written in the table at the beginning of the Agreement) must be paid to you when the
Agreement is signed, and the performance will not be confirmed until this happens. The rest of the
Performance Fee must be paid to you within 5 (five) days after the Event.
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4. Hospitality and Technical Requirements: This section specifies that you are entitled to a sound check
and visual rehearsal at a convenient time no less than 3 (three) hours prior to the performance. It
also specifies that you may request hospitality items and technical requirements from the Promoter
(written in the table at the beginning of the Agreement).
5. Security: This section specifies that the Promoter must provide you with a safe, clean storage area at
the Event for your equipment, and reasonably protect you and your equipment. The Promoter will
be liable to you for the damage caused to you if they do not.
6. Cancellation or Variation of Peformance: This section specifies what will occur if either you or the
Promoter cancels or delays the performance.
6.1 You can cancel the performance for reasons such as sickness or personal emergency, but you must return
any deposit to the Promoter.
6.2 If the performance is cancelled by the Promoter more than 7 (seven) days before the Event, you can keep
any deposit paid to you. If it is cancelled less than 7 (seven) days prior to the Event, you can demand the
full Performance Fee.
6.3 If the Promoter delays the performance by more than 2 (two) hours, fails to provide technical items
specified by you, or if technical items don’t fuction correctly during the performance, you are entitled to
cancel the performance and keep the full Performance Fee.

7. Media Release: This section specifies that the Promoter may use your details for promotion of
the Event.
8. Merchandise: This section states that you are entitled to sell your merchandise at the Event.
9. Sponsors: This section states that you are entitled to promote any of your sponsors at the Event.
10. Warranty: In this section, the Promoter promises that they are allowed to sign and honour the
Agreement.
11. Indemnity: This section specifies that you cannot be held liable (meaning legally accountable) for
any loss suffered by the Promoter as a result of the Performance.
12. Disputes: This section specifies what must happen in the case of a dispute between you and the
Promoter.
13. Breach and Termination: This section states what happens should either party not abide by the terms
of the Agreement.
14. Domicilium Citandi et Executandi: This section states that you and the Promoter can be reached at
your respective addresses, which are written on the cover page of the Agreement.
15. Governing Law: This section specifies that the Agreement will be governed by South African law.
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Booking Agreement
Between
Artist Name or Artist Company Name:

Registration or ID Number:

of Physical Address:

(hereinafter referred to as “The Artist”)
and
Promoter Name:

of Physical Address:

(hereinafter referred to as “The Promoter”)
(“The Agreement”)

ARTIST INFORMATION

Artist Name

Artist Phone Number
Artist Email Address

Manager Name
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Registration or ID Number:

ARTIST INFORMATION

Manager Phone Number

Manager Email Address

Bank Details
(hereinafter referred to as “Bank Account”)

Send proof of payment to (email):

PROMOTER INFORMATION

Promoter Name

Promoter Phone Number
Promoter Email Address

Promoter ID Number

Promoter VAT Registration Number

BOOKING TERMS
Event Name
(hereinafter referred to as “Event”)
Event Venue
(hereinafter referred to as “Venue”)
Performance Date
(hereinafter referred to as “Performance Date”)
Performance Time
(hereinafter referred to as “Performance Time”)
Performance Duration
(hereinafter referred to as “Performance Duration”)
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BOOKING TERMS
Entire Performance Fee
(exclusive of VAT, inclusive of the Deposit)
(hereinafter referred to as “Performance Fee”)
Deposit (exclusive of VAT)
(hereinafter referred to as “the Deposit”)
Technical Requests
(hereinafter referred to as “the Technical Rider”)
- Insert all technical requests. Example: The Artist can use
their own technical engineer;
- Example:The Promoter will provide a PA system, front of
house, lighting, visual equipment, stage, technical engineer,
monitors, mixing systems and backline equipment;
- If you have no requests, write “None”.

Hospitality Requests
(hereinafter referred to as “the Hospitality Rider”)
- Insert all hospitality requests. Example: The Promoter should
provide specific meals, snacks, and refreshments;
- Example: The Promoter should provide the Artist with a
specified number of tickets and backstage passes to
the Event;
- If you have no requests, write “None”.

1. Introduction
The Promoter wishes to book the Artist to perform at the Event and the Artist wishes to accept the
booking. The parties are desirous of entering into an agreement to record the terms of the booking.

2. The Performance
The performance shall take place at the Performance Date and at the Performance Time (“the
Performance”). The duration of the Performance shall be the Performance Duration. The Performance
will take place at the Venue.

3. Fees and Payment
3.1 The Artist will be paid the Performance Fee for the Performance.
3.2 Payment of the Performance Fee will be made by the Promoter as follows:
3.2.1 The Deposit to be paid on signature of this Agreement. The Performance will not be confirmed until
payment of this deposit has been made.
3.2.2 The remainder of the Performance Fee to be paid within 5 (five) days after the Event.

3.3 Payment will be made in South African Rand into the Bank Account.
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4. Hospitality and Technical Requirements
4.1 The Artist may elect to perform a pre-performance sound check and visual rehearsal at a mutually
convenient time for the parties no less than 3 (three) hours before the Performance Time.
4.2 The Promoter will provide backstage passes, tickets, and other hospitality items as per the
Hospitality Rider.
4.3 The Promoter will provide a PA system, front of house, lighting, visual equipment, stage, technical
engineer, monitors, mixing systems and backline equipment as per the Technical Rider.

5. Security
The Promoter shall designate a clean, secure area suitable for storage of all of the Artist’s equipment
at the Event. The Promoter shall take all reasonable required steps including the provision of adequate
security to minimise the risk of any injury to any agents, representatives or employees of the Artist, and
any loss, damage or theft of equipment stored at the Event belonging to the Artist or any of the Artist’s
agents, representatives or employees. Should the Promoter fail to take such steps, s/he will be liable to
the Artist for such damages.

6. Cancellation or Variation of Performance
6.1 The Artist will be permitted to cancel the Performance for any adequate reason including sickness
or personal emergency provided that the Artist shall notify the Promoter of such cancellation as
soon as possible. There will be no charge to the Promoter in such an event and the Artist will
return any deposit made to him/her to the Promoter.
6.2 Should the Promoter cancel the Performance:
6.2.1 7 (seven) or more calendar days before the Event, the Artist shall be entitled to keep any deposits
s/he has been paid, without limiting any further claim s/he may have against the Promoter for further
damage or loss; and
6.2.2 less than 7 (seven) days before the Event, the Promoter shall pay the Artist his/her full
Performance Fee.

6.3 Should the Performance not commence within 2 (two) hours of the Performance Time for any
reason other than the fault of the Artist, the Artist shall have the option to continue with the
Performance or cancel the Performance. The full Performance Fee will be payable in
either circumstance.
6.4 Should the Promoter fail to provide all items in the Artist’s technical rider set out in Annexure A
or should these items fail to function correctly during the Performance, the Artist shall be entitled
to cancel the Performance and the Promoter shall pay the Artist his/her full Performance Fee.

7. Media Release
The Artist agrees for the Promoter to use the Artist’s name, image, reputation and goodwill, including
content available on its social media profiles, in the marketing and promotion of the Event, including
on social media posts, newspapers articles, flyers and through any other media channels or mediums.
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8. Sponsors
The Promoter will respect any sponsorship relationships which the Artist may have entered into and will
not do or say anything which jeopardizes these relationships or puts the Artist in breach of his/her
obligations to his/her sponsors. The Artist may promote, while on stage or off-stage, any of his/her
sponsors regardless of whether those sponsors are sponsors of the Event or not.

9. Artist Merchandise
The Artist may sell his/her merchandise at the Event at such secure place set aside by the Promoter and
in such manner as may be reasonable in the circumstances, and the Artist may appoint his/her own
merchandise manager to carry on such selling activities.

10. Warranty
The Promoter warrants that s/he has arranged all necessary permits, licenses, approvals and releases
required for the Artist to render the Performance and to exercise his/her rights in terms of the
Agreement, and is legally entitled to hold the Event including all ancillary activities.

11. Indemnity
11.1 The Artist, his/her sub-contractors, employees, representatives and agents will not be liable for
loss, damage or delay, including loss of profits, suffered by the Promoter as a result of
the Performance.
11.2 The Promoter hereby indemnifies the Artist, his/her sub-contractors, employees, representatives,
and agents against any loss, injury, damage or liability suffered or incurred by the Promoter,
the Artist or any third party arising out of a breach by the Promoter of the provisions of the
Agreement and/or arising as a result of any act or omission of any party, in any way related to
the Performance or the Event.

12. Disputes
12.1 Should any dispute, disagreement or claim arise between the parties (called hereafter “the
Dispute”) concerning this Agreement the parties shall endeavour to resolve the Dispute
amicably and with the best interests of both parties in mind and by giving the other party
reasonable time to respond to any complaint.
12.2 The parties shall not publicize the Dispute on any social media, or other public platform.

13. Breach and Termination
13.1 Should either party commit a breach of any of the material provisions of this Agreement and
fail to remedy that breach within 7 (seven) days after receipt of notice to rectify the breach, the
aggrieved party shall be entitled to either cancel this Agreement or enforce the specific
performance of this Agreement.
13.2 If the aggrieved party has suffered any financial loss as a result of the breach, as an example if
s/he missed another performance booking, then s/he shall be entitled to claim the damages
which s/he has suffered.
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14. Domicilium Citandi et Executandi
Each party chooses the address set out below his/her name on the cover page of this Agreement as its
domicilium citandi et executandi at which all notices, legal processes and other communications must
be delivered for the purposes of this Agreement.

15. Governing Law
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the law of the Republic of
South Africa. All disputes, actions and other matters in connection with this agreement shall be
determined in accordance with such law.

Signed At (Location):

This Day (Day):

Of (Month):

(Year):

As Witnesses

Artist Name or Artist Company Name:

1.
2.

Name of Signatory:

Capacity of Signatory:

who warrants that he is duly authorised thereto
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Signed At (Location):

This Day (Day):

Of (Month):

(Year):

As Witnesses

Promoter Name:

1.
2.

Name of Signatory:

Capacity of Signatory:

who warrants that he is duly authorised thereto
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